in collaboration with

FILM DISTRIBUTION FUND
FORM N. 5
FINAL REPORT FORM
Distributor - Company Information
(fields marked with * are mandatory)
*Company name
*Address
*Zip Code and City
*Country
*Landline (please include international code)
*website
*Company legal representative (name and surname + email
address + direct landline + mobile phone)
Contact person for this application (name and surname +
role in the company + email address + direct land line +
mobile phone)
Film Information
(all fields are mandatory)
Original title
Releasing title (in the domestic territory)
MG amount paid (€)
Theatrical release date in the territory or alternatively VOD
(TVOD or SVOD) release date in the domestic territory
Final balance of the Distribution costs (€)
Final Box Office result (Gross) (€)
Total admissions
Declarations:
(all fields are mandatory)
I hereby declare that no collateral agreement intended to modify the
economic and financial terms of the rights acquisition contract has
been signed (long form agreement)
I hereby declare that the applicant is a domestic independent
distribution company, neither related to nor managed by any
broadcaster, audiovisual media service and/or web hosting provider
I hereby declare that all the expenses reported are chargeable and
related to the film subject of the contribution and that the accounting
declaration is in line with the tax and accounting regulations of my
home country
I hereby declare that I will include the contribution received (if
confirmed) in the financial distribution report to licensor in order to
reduce the recoupable distribution costs.

yes or no

yes or no

yes or not

yes or no
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FILM DISTRIBUTION FUND
FORM N. 5
FINAL REPORT FORM
In order to submit the Final Report, the documents listed below are mandatory:











A poster with evidence of the MiBACT visibility
A selection of the promotional and advertising material. By way of example, but not limited thereto:
adverts, posters, playbills, postcards, flyers, TV commercials, trailers, etc.
Press review of the film
Final balance of the incurred costs with copies of financial records (invoices) dated from 180 days
before and until 90 days after the theatrical release date in the applicant territory - FORM N. 6
Financial distribution report of the theatrical exploitation for the first 90 screening days
Weekly reports issued by the theatres, if available
Weekly box office reports stating the number of prints, number of admissions, gross box office and
average box office results per theatre. The box office report must be sent with the final report and
shall concern all the screening weeks from the first day of release
Licensor statement confirming the full payment by Licensee of all the contractual terms (only if not
already submitted)
A copy of the signed Long Form agreement, only if the Deal Memo has been submitted during the
application procedure

Place and Date:

-------------------------------------------------------CEO Signature and Company Stamp
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